Class of 2021 Honor Code

As the class of 2021, we hereby pledge to uphold a nurturing and inclusive environment branching to the individual, the class, and the community. We promise to hold ourselves and our peers accountable, to set the bar high, and to uphold that standard.

We will conduct ourselves with humility, compassion, generosity, and care for our peers, our patients, and ourselves. We promise to approach our patients as equals and with a spirit of service, compassion, and respect. We undertake the responsibility of providing equitable quality of care for our patients and communities, and advocate for our patients’ rights.

We vow to face the challenges ahead with resilience, innovation, and a commitment to life-long learning. We understand that our responsibilities extend beyond being physicians. In embracing this path, we become leaders, mentors, role-models, and servants of our communities. We recognize the distinct privilege with which we have been entrusted and pledge to be honorable stewards of our vocation. We will honor our school by being diligent and conscientious students and upholding this pledge to the best of our ability.